Landon Bone Baker Architects

DESIGN Catherine Baker.
PROJECT The entry to the firm's office in a single-story Chicago brick building.

"These products are manufactured in an environmentally friendly way or are recyclable. They're also budget-conscious. There's no excuse not to go green."

1. Power from wind turbines and captured landfill off-gassing helps Herman Miller manufacture the Mirra chair in steel, aluminum, plastic, and foam. circle 332
2. Inherently green, like all modular carpet, Interfaceflor's Superflor nylon-polyester tiles are offered in tabby-cat orange and canary yellow. circle 333
3. Birch Grove, a Varia resin panel by 3form, is nontoxic and contains 40 percent pre-consumer material. circle 334
4. This 31720K steel mobile file cabinet by Hon has a light-gray powder coat made from reclaimed paint particles. circle 335